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THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875'

Lookingfor quorum,
GSS to tackle unvoted
questions on Tuesday
By Stephanie Taylor
Staff Writer

1
I ••••

No resolutions could be voted
on at the General Student Senate meeting Tuesday, Nov. 6,,
due to lack of quorum.
Twenty-five of the 49 senators must be present to meet
quorum; only 19 were there.
According to GSS bylaws, no
resoltrions can be passed without a quorum.
Student Government Vice
President Stay ros Mendros said
the meeting marked the first
time there has been lack ofquorum this year.
Mendros said the reason was
probably due to Tuesday night
being election night.
A resolution to allocate $500
to the University of Maine Organization of Student Governments was submitted by Mendros.
UMOSG serves as the state
governing council for the
UMaine system. Its membership consists of 14 members,
the student BOT representative

and ;he student body president
from each of the sc./en UMaine
campuses.
A resolution requesting the:
student senate send a letter to
the Orono Town Council regarding current landlord-tenant
disagrecinents was submitted by
Senator Rick Jackson.
Jackson said the GSS should
try to persuade the Orono Town
Council to sponsor laws which
would prevent landlords from
demanding six months advance
rent and security deposits.
Jackson said the proposed laws
should also require the return of
secUrity deposits with interest
and establish a rate.
A resolution to allocate$2,500
to University Volunteer Ambulance Corp. was submitted by
Senator C.J. Cote-.
Cote said UVAC needs$2,500
to purchase a cernputer and
supplies for a oauma kit.
Gate said UVAC needs a
computer for bookkeeping and
filing information.
Cote said with a computer,
UVAC can provide better ser-

Budget conference
attendance is poor
By Carl Clay
Staff Writer
Despite fliers posted on every
campus and letters mailed to
every University of Maine Sys-
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donday: continued
windy, 30 percent
chance of flurries,
highs in the 30s.
Tuesday: windy,
cloudy, and flurries,
highs in the 30s.

tern campus organization and
faculty member,only 24 people
statewide attended an interactive television conference to
testify that budget cutbacks have
indeed been detrimental to the
quality of education in the
UMaine System.
The conference, held Friday,
linked all the university campuses together with a legislative committee, headed by
Maine House Rep. John O'Dea
(D-Orono), which was formed
to assess the way funds have
been spent in the past on the
campuses.
Organizers were quite upset
with the lack of turnout.
"If I bear any more pissing
and moaning about the budget,
remind them of
you can bet
this hearing and.the sorry attendance," said.
A University .of Maine at
Farmington srudent, standing
nervously at a podium, began
the ITV conference to assess
the impact of increased state
See CONFERENCE on page 8
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Alpha Phi sorority recently donated $1,000 to the Healthy Heart program at Eastern Maine
Medical Center for the program's"Quit and Win"campaign. Wendie Lagasse,left, Director
of the Healthy Heart Program, accepts a mock check from Kate O'Leary, Jen Nichols, and
Cynthia Cox of Alpha Phi.(Photo by Jay Picard)
vice by being more organized.
UVAC is a volunteer rescue
squad which operates 24 hours
a day, providing emergency
rescue services to the campus.
A resolution to allocate $2,000
to the University Singers for
their 1991 spring tour was sub-

mitted by Senator!Andy Favreau.
Favreau said the lingers need
this money becanse they tio
longer receive funding from the
music department,hs they have
in the past.
A resolution to pinyide $3,(X)0

for the College Republicans and
the University Democrats was
submitted by Senator Rick
Jackson.
Jackson said the funding will
go to speakers, literature, supplies',films, newsletters,library
Materials, and conferences.

Student Legal Services helps
students in variety of ways
By Stephanie Taylor
Staff Writer
When Natalie Zclenek was
kicked out of Somerset Hall
last fall, she went to Student
Legal Services for help.
With three weeks left of
classes she received a letter
from Greg Stone, assistznt
director of East Campus, that
said she must move out within
a week because she had been
"uncooperative too many
times."
Zdenek could live on campus, but Residential Life
would decide where and with
who.
Zdenek decided to bring a
case against ResLife.
She said Diane IkSalvo, a
SLS paralegal, wat very helpful in advising her what to do
and how to prep= for her
case.
When Zdenek decided to
move offcampus,S LS helped
her by looking over her lease

before she sighed4.
SLS Attorney S !lie Batuski
said a lot of students an: kicked
out of their dorms each year.
"We have a nuMber of studenis come into out- office who
are having problerns with their
Resident Assistants, Resident
Directors, or witN Residential
Life itself," Batuski said.
She said these problems include being cited for Ciolations
of student codes and being told
to move out of their dorms.
What is SLS?
SLS is a professiemal law firm.
located on the top floor of the
Memorial Union. ,
Its services are provided free
of charge, year-round, to all
UMaine undergraduate students
who pay the adtivity foe,
whether they live. on or off,
campus.
Batuski said SLS i! something
the students here an be very
proud of, becausennost of the
universities in the nited States

tr

type

ofservice.
do not haVe this
SLS is employed by the student giavernment, which sets
the operation's guidelines and
pays for the service through
the student activity fee.
SLS is staffed by one attorney, two paralegals, five student paralegals, and one secretary.
The student paralegals are
kn Fortier, Jayme LaMothe,.
Joel Casey,Jim Eastman, and
Curtis Stone. The paralegals
arc Kathy Dufour and Diane
DeSalvo, Joan Meadow is the
secretary.
The job of the student paralegals is to assist Batuski, Dufour,and DeSalvo in their work
throughout the school year,in
which no legal background is
necesstuy.
"Dufodr and DeSsilvo are the
backbone of Student Legal Services. If you go to the office you
will probably meet with than
Set SLS on page 7
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Atwater, battling two brain
tumors, will seek reelection
By Rita Beamish
Associated Press Writer.

-

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Bush's close political adviser,Lee Atwater, plans to seek re-election as chairman
of the Republican'National Committee,
but likely will modify his role as he
continues to battle an inoperable:brain
tumor, officials said Saturday.
"It is his intention to seek re-election,"
when the- RNC member: Meet in January,said his spokeswoman Leslie Goodman. "I had always expected that he
would run for a second term."
She said Atwater has discussed th .. '
1
plans only privately with his chief j
staff,'Mary Matalin, and with Chad ',.•
Black, who was brought in as RNC
spokesman when Atwater became debilitated.
.
He has not announced.his intention to
national RNC members, she said. :
Atwater, now wheelchair-bound, con-

tinues to receive treatment after a pair
of brain tumors weakened him and
cost him the use of his left side.
With the 1990elections now past,the
RNC is turning its attention to the 1992
presidential election, and who will
guide the party as it works for Bush's
presumed re-election bid. Atwater was
Bush's 1988 campaign chairman, and
the president named him RNC chairman after the election.
Some Republicans have said Atwater's political acumen is sorely missed
in the White House,as Bush was beset
by economic and budget problems including his .decision to abandon,his
pledge against raising taxes.
Goodman said she did not know if
Atwater discussed his plans with Bush
although Atwater did go to the White
I louse a few weeks ago to have breakfast with the president and talk about
politics.

Crossword got you
stumped? Dial 1-900-4205656. 75 cents per minute.
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News in Brief
BELFAST, Northern Ireland!(AP) —
Gurnen on Saturday killed two policemen
and Iwo civilians who hacqeen duck hunting, police said.
No one has claimed responsibility for the
killings; but police suspect the ioutlawed
Irish Republican Army is to blatUe.
JACKSONVILLE, N.C.(AP)— With
most of the Marines from Carnif Lejeune
headed for the Persian Gulf,resideiiits in the
riverside city feel as much a tugl on heart
strings as on purse strings.
1
"The military is probably aboi4 80 percent of our business," said Joe Thigpen,
owner of Lejeune Pawn, a pawn op near
the base."It's going to be bad unti they get
back. Bu:Ijust hope war can be av rted and
we get accomplished what nec s to be
accomplished without any lives 1 St."
NEW YORK(AP)—While Pao Picasso never visited the United
U.S.
Statesth
i e
government kept an extensive sepret dosbier on him for 27 years because it considered him a possiblesubversive,thelifewrork
Times reported in its Sunday editifons.
„Both the FBI and the State Department
kept track of the Spanish-born arlst, monitoring what he wrote, said and si ned, his
whereabouts and his affiliations, die Times
said.

AUGUSTA, Maine(AP)— Ani lingering suspense about the outcome of he election in Maine's 2nd CongressionallDistrict
.ended Friday as Democratic nominee
Patrick K. McGowan conceded toIRepublican Rep. Olympia J. Snowe.
Speaking at a State House news conference, McGowan said • still-incom lete results obtained through the secretary fstate's
office showed that Snowe Won a cventh
two-year term by fewer than 3,00 vtites. s
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
e nation's tough new clean air law will mbat
pollution from cars, gas stations ar factories in the home of Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell, the act's chief an hitect.
Drivers will have to get their cars spected yearly to make sure the pollution ontrol
devices work properly. Many serv ce stetions will have to install expensi t new
pumps that keep gasoline vapors f m escaving into the air. And dozens off tories
in the Portland area will have to p hefty
new fees to pollute.

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) --4 Saudi
Arabia expects to be producing 8.5tillion
barrels of oil a day„soon ant:Hs-cons ering
expanding its oil industry to put teut 10
million' barrels a day despite the th at of
war with Iraq.
Saddam Hussein has threatened to ilevastate the kingdom's main oilfields in the
northeastern desert if the U.S.- doi4nated
niultinational force in Saudi Arabial unch7
es an offensive to liberate occupied I4swait.
WASHINGTON(AP)— The U.S. uildur to a fighting force of 430,000 n the
Persian Gulf will take up to two
nths,,
officials said Friday as details
gan
emerging on President Bush's pl
for
matching Iraq man for man across t Kuwait border.
Bush was out of the public eye at amp
David, Md., but his defense secret
un-

derscored the president's comments of a
day earlier by emphasizing the U.S.forces' abiliti to attack and by making clear
their deployment could be long term.
• •.
COPENHAGEN, Denmark (AP) —
Officials. in the Danish capital believe
they've found a way to stop bicycle thefts
— let people use them for free.
Starting in May,5,000 bicycles carrying advenising from sponsors will be
placed in 900 bike racks throughout
Copenhagen.
They'll be available for use by anyone
who needs them:tourists ,shoppers,businesspeople late for an appointment or
commuters who have missed the bus.

UNITED NATIONS(AP)— The Palestine Liberation Organization on Friday
showed the Security Council a dramatic
videotape of the violence on Temple
Mount last month when at least 20Palestinians were kilted by Israeli gunfire. •
The PLO showed the tape to support its
call for the Security Council to deploy
U.N. military observers to protpct Palestinians in the Israeli-occupied tIrritories
and in East Jerusalem.
MOSCOW(AP)— Conservatives,liberals, and a man shooting off his hunting
rifle gave 'last week's Revolution Day
marches inlRed Square the appearance of
a raucous funeral for perestroika.
"The population is losing faith in the
reforms, and in the powers that be," two
of Gorbachev's senior economic advisers wrote in a blockbusting opeti letter
published list week.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Martin
Luther King Jr. plagiarized frequently in
a college dissertation, but his standing as
a giant in the civil rights movement will
not be diminished, a history professor
and other supporters say.
Stanford Oniversity professor Clayborne Carsbn said Friday the apparent
1950s graduate school plagiarism was a
small blot an the record of a great man.
WASHINGTON •(AP) -- President
Bush has veltoed a bill intended to block
drug companies from reaping windfall
profits through monopolistic marketing
of drugs that treat rare diseases.
The bill, vistoed Friday, applies to "orphan drugs" used against diseases that
affect fewerShan 200,000 people. It was
designed to Foster more competition by
eliminating he seven-year exclusive
marketing rights granted under current
law to companies thatdevelopsuch drugs.
The bill was supported by AIDS activists and other advocacy groups.
WASHINGTON (AP)— A veterans'
panel says it is hoping for a November
1991 ground breaking for a Korean War
veterao memorial whose design has
raised objection' s from its original architects.
Four Pennsylvania State Universitrarchitects subninted the winning design for
the themoria
Viitnar
, across the Reflecting pool
from the
. n Veterans Memorial.
They claim their design has been changed
into "a GI Joe battle scene."
. The final memorial cost is estimated at
$14.9 million.
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By Dr. Sandra Caron

Sex Matters
Q: I am bisexual. I don't feel like I
really fit in anywhere. Any suggestions?
Male. Sophomore
"Bisexual" is defined as a person
who is sexually attracted to members of
both sexes.
As this male points out, one problem
bisexuals have is the lack of a real bisexual community. There are enough gay
men and lesbian women who are open
about their sexual orientation today so
that they tend to have support groups and
a community of their own. However,
since there are fewer individuals who
actually define themselves as bisexuals,
there are often not enough bisexuals to
have communities and support groups of
their own.
Furthermore, bisexuals are frequently
rejected by both heterosexual and homosexuals. Heterosexuals may reject anyone who is not -definitely heterosexual,
and homosexuals may reject bisexuals
because they see them as unwilling to
accept their homosexual identity (sitting
on the fence). Without support, being
bisexual can be especially difficult.
Here at the University of Maine, we
have "The Committee for Lesbian. Bisexual, and Gay Concerns,"„ made up of
administrators, faculty, staff, and students; the committee works as both an
advocacy and educational group. They
sponsor-Lesbian,Bisexual,Gay Awareness Week" each spring as a way to
educate the university community on
these issues. .The Wilde Stein student
group also provides activities and educational programs for lesbian, gay, and
bisexual students. You may want to

contact either of these groups.
Q: Could a person like masturbation so
much that they wouldn't want to have sex
with a partner? Male, Sophomore
A: Masturbation does seem to have
certain advantages over intercourse. It is
simple, can be done quickly, and you
don't have to worry or be concerned with
the desires and needs of a partner. Also,
some people find the intensity of orgasm
from masturbation to be greater than that
oforgasms they have through intercourse.
Regardless of all of this, most people
still prefer "partner sex" over masturbation because ofthe many rewards partner
sex provides in addition to orgasm. If a
person always (not just occasionally)
preferred masturbation over partner sex,
it would likely be a symptom ofdifficulty
in interpersonal relationships. The masturbation would not be the cause of the
problem.
Q: I am a vely jealous person. Every
relationship I have had has ended because of my jealousy. I've been seeing a
gay for 2 months and feel jealous. What
can I do? Female,Junior
A: Jealousy is fear oflosing someone's
exclusive love — the perceived threat to
an existing relationship. If you believe
that your partner is only involved with
you and not interested in anyone else,
jealousy is not a problem. Most people
do experience some degree of jealousy,
however, but usually it is not disruptive
to the love relationship.
There is, however, a type of demanding, obsessive, and unrealistic jealousy

that can severely damage or even destroy
a relationship. The common result of
jealousy of this magnitude is the alienation of the one person that we want so
desperately to hold.
Jealousy is based on insecurity - insect'•
rity about maintaining a relationship or
insecurity about the ability to cope with a
change in the relationship. The first step
in the right direction is to recognize, as
you have, that you are feeling jealous,
and then begin to look at your feelings.
There are a number ofsuggestions I have
for you:
1. Try tofind out exactly what it is ma;
is making youjealous. Are you upset thait
people find your partner attractive? Are
you upset that he goes out and has fan
with others? Is it that your partner might
find someone else interesting or attract
ti ee? Is it that your partner might leave
you? Are you so dependent on your
panner that you feel you could not make
it il' your partner left? Are you afraid yo,.'
could never find someone else? Do yd.'
feel that you are no longer"number ond"
and that everyone knows it? Do you feifl
powerless because you realize that yoiu
cannot control your partner or your life'?
Do you feel emotionally, sexually, or
intellectually deprived? Do you feel that
you want more time with your partner?
The first step is to understand what rat'
are feeling and why you feel that way.
This is not an easy task and may requite
sitng down with someone, such as a
cKinselor, to discuss these issues.
2. Try to put your feelings in perspei

tive, Emotional problems are primarily
caused by irrational attitudes and beliefs.
People who suffer excessive jealousy
may be childishly insistent upon having
the unattainable.
Is it really so awful that your partner
finds others interesting? Don't you have
such feelings, too? Is it true that you
could not function without your current
partner?
Although you may never be able to
eliminate all jealousy from your life, you
can gain control over your emotions by
viewing your situation more realistically.
3. Maintain some separatefriends and
interests ofyour own. Many people have
found that it is easier to maintain a close,
while not excessively possessive, love
relationship if they each maintain some
separate friends and interests.
It is much easier to have confidence in
your desirability if you have an independent identity and if there are others who
like and admire you. You are far less
likely to fear being abandoned by your
partner. It will also be a lot easier for you
to cope if your partner does break off the
relationship.
Dr. Sandra L. Caon is Assistant Professor ofFamily Relations in the School
of Human Development. She teaches
CHF 351: Human Sexuality in the
Spring se ster. .Questionsfor Dr. Caron should 4,e sent directly to The Maine
Campus, L rd Hall.

American l[pdian Heritage Month

Have an old-fashioned ice skating party
or Play Broomball

Now you can rent
Alfond Ice Arena
for your Private Parties!

The Center for Multicultural Affairs invites the
University Community to attend two special events
in celebration of American Indian Heritage Month.

Come in anct have some fun
Skate Rentals Available
For more information call 581-1103
t
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Tuesday, November 13th
OKA's Mohawks Are Not Alone:Indian Issues in the
Northeast
Panel:
Rosemary Bonaparte(M
Denis Obomsawin (Abe
Rod Pachano (Cree, No
Moderators:
Dr. Jacques Ferland, As
Mr. Theodore Mitchell,

hawk, St. Regis)
aki, St. Francis)
em Quebec)
tant director - Canadian-American Center
"rector of the Center for Multicultural Affairs

University of Maine, Bowdell Lounge, Maine Center
for the Arts 12:15 Om.
Wednesday, Novelinber 14th
The Maine Indian Community since tbe Land Claims
Settlement
Speaker:
)f the Indian Township School
Mr. Wayne Newell, Assiatant Principal (S
Moderator:
Programs
Mr.'Fheodore Mitchell, birector of the Center Multicultural

University of Maine Sutton'Lounge, Memorial Union
3:30 p.m.
For more information call The

ter For ,Multicultural Affairs (207) 581-1417
mormerd
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Budget deal will hit loans, tuition benefits, and beer taxes
WASHINGTON,D.C.(CPS)-- Congress approved a budget Oct. 27 that will
exempt both undergraduate and graduate
tuition benefitsfrom federal income taxes,
reform the federal student loan program
and increase the cost of a six-pack of
beer.
The new budget, which seeks to tnm
the federal deficit by $500 billion during
the next five years, is a mixture of tax
increases and spending cuts.
Most significantly for students and
colleges, the budget said both undergraduate and graduate students would no
longer have to pay taxes on tuition benefitt; paid for them by employers,to them
in return for campus work they do.
It also will try to reform college loan
programs by not giving students loan
money until 30 days after classes begin,
and by dropping schcols with default
rates over 35 percent frcm the guaranteed
loan program.
Some observers also won-)the budget

will make it harder for colleges to solicit
money from alumni ty limiting the
amounts wealthy taxpayers can claim as
tax deductions.
In all, the budget outs $40.1 billion
from this year's budget and $492 billion
over the next five years.The House passes
it 228-200. The Senate then followed
suit, voting 54-45 for the bipartisan
compromise.
President Bush has said that while he
objects to parts of it, he will sign the
budget.
"I don't think anyone believes it is a
perfect budget," said Jim Nelson, secretary of the American University Staff
Council and a founding member of the
Washington-based Integrated Response
Against Taxing Education (IRATE).
"This bill is the best we could expect out
of this Congress and out of this White
House."
Students with employers who pay for
their classes will have some extra pocket

change under the new budget. The bill
continues the tax exemptidn for undergraduate students and resthres the exemption for graduate studeats. •
The bill makes the exemptions retroactive to Sept. 30 for undergraduates,
and for graduate students, the changes
take effect January 1. It is valid until Dec.
31, 1991.
For the last three years,the:govemtnent
has treated graduate remisSion benefits
as taxable income. For some graduate
students, the cost of additioaal taxes has
prevented them from taking advantage of
the program.
"This is very satisfying after three years
of efforts," Nelson said."We need people to call this Congress and the next
Congress with thanks for oar inclusion
and to push to make this tended law
permanent."
Terri Ferinde, president.Dd the American Association of University Students,
agreed. "That was the right move for

HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE IS DEPENDING ON IT.
ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
•
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people in
education and research for over 70 years.
We have enabled over 200,000 people like
you to enjoy a comfortable retirement.
And over 1,000,000 more are now
planning for the future with l'IAA-CREF.

B
X

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR
SECURITY, GROWTH AND
DIVERSITY FOR RETIREMENT
SAVINGS.
•
Security—so the resources are there when
it is time to retire. Growth—so you'll
have enough income for the kind of
retirement you want. And diversity—to
help protect you against market volatility
and to let you benefit from several types
of investments.
THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT
YOU GET WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a traditional
annuity that guarantees your principal
plus a specified rate of interest and
provides for additional

growth through dividends. CREF's variable
annuity offers opportunities for growth
through four different investment accounts,
each managed with the long-term
perspective essential to sound retirement
planning
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*
CALL 1-800-842-2776
TO FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselorIwill
be happy to answer your questions an tell
you more about retirement annuities f om
TIAA-CREF.
Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world We
have done so well, for so many,for so ong,
that we currently manage some $85 bi ion
in assets.

Congress tin take. Lt was stealing money
from stuthints who were working their
way through college.It had made it nearly
impossibleto make it on your own through
college." ;
The budget also hopes to cut $1.7 billion from federal student loan programs
during the next five years, mostly by
trying to prevent more students from
defaulting bn loans.
Among other measures, the new law
will stop students at schools with default
rates more than 35 percent from getting
loans, require students <vithout high
school diplomas or Graduate Equivalency
Diplomas to pass a test to receive federal
assistance, and delay'funding first-time
loans until days into the semester. The
delay would keep students from using
loan money to pay non-college bills.
Such effoirts may not be the ultimate
means that Congress uses tocut the federal
loan program, Ferinde said.
"I think the real decisions will be made
with the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act," Ferinde said. "I'm not
convinced that this is a major overhaul."
The Hightr Education Act, up for renewal next year, authorizes most federal
financial programs,including Pell Grants
and Stafford Student Loans.
Eric Wentworth,a senior vice president
with the Council for the Advancement
and Support of Education, said the section of the federal budget that reduces
personal tax exemption for people with
incomes more than $100
could reduce
overall don4tions and lower the number
of lump.-suri gifts.
"Historically,donations have been 100
percent dedactible," Wentworth said.

)0

The Maine Campus
wishes to thank:
• Dean William Lucy,
Student Activites and
OrOnizations
•The Department of
Journilism and Mass
Cm*munication
•The Student
Academic Travel Fund
Clommittee
for Mehl help in our trip
to Washington, D.C.
QUALITY BEEF SIDES
PUREBRED HEIFERS

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.sm

*The CREF Bond Markel and SocialChoice may not tx• available under all institution
al plans, tut are available for all
Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans.

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1-800-842-2733, ext 5509
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully befors you invest or send money

for a

FAIJ VEN FARM
ST. AIliANS, MAINE
9124-5469'
After 7 p.m.
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Leland Palmer
killed Laura of
'Twin Peaks'
NEW YORK (AP) - David Lynch
and Mark Frost pulled off a neat trick on
"Twin Peaks." They revealed Laura
Palmer's killer to viewers, but neither
FBI agent Dale Cooper nor Sheriff Harry
S. Truman was in on the solution.,
If we can trust our eyes - a gamble in the
weird world of"Tw i n Peaks"- then Laura
Palmer's father Leland killed her ind is
about to kill her look-alike cousin..
Unless, of course, Cooper (Kyle
McLachlan)figures out a vision he sees
at a bar and saves the day.
Faithful viewers have come to expect
virtually nothing to be what it seepts in
Twin Peaks, a picturesque but dark little
logging town in the ,Pacific Northwest
And nothing was even as it seemed at
ABC.The network had already promised
twice to reveal the killer - first tit last
season's finale and then during the twohour season premier in September - before coming through on Saturday,daring
television sweeps.
shadowy, long-haired man named
Bob, whoa( viewers have seen ;only
through characters' visions, has been
placed at the murder scene, apparently
bludgeoning Laura.
OK so then what's going on? It had
been hinted that Bob may be a demonic
force requiring a human host. Does Leland think he's Bob? Does he have two
personalities? Why can some people see
Bob, and some see only Leland?
. There's still suspense left,"Tw in Peaks"
fans. And plenty of plots. Not to worry.
What of Cooper and Truman (Michael
Onktean)? After all this work, they arrested somebody else.
InSaturday'S episode, Benjamin Horn,
just miniRes after telling his own daughter
that he had been in love with homecothing
queen Laura, was hauled off for questioning in the murder.
The debonair but dastardly dad was
always a good candidate for killer, but
what about his ownership ofa brothel,his
sexual wanderings, and dtalings with

5

Flag vigilfor POW-MIA's

Members of the University of Maine ROTC units for the Army, Nail, and Air Force held their annual flag vigil for
prifoners of war and soldiers missing in action on Friday. (Photo by Scott LeClair)

drug dealers?
Leland, too, was an early favorite suspect among "Peaks" freaks. One theory
had • it that he molested his daughter,
driving her to drugs and kinky sex. And
unable to stand what he bad done, he
killed her.
Elements ofthat theory may prove true,
based on hints in Laura's diary. And
Leland has already been charged - as
Leland, not Bob - with killing another
character.
Lynch directed Saturday night's episode,and,wearing a trench coat to match
Cooper's, appeared as Gordon Cole,
Cooper's hard-of-hearing boss.
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Editorial
Registration: the
blind leading the
naked
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h, registration time.
That lovely period nestled between the October and
Thanksgiving breaks which is designed to help students
from all walks of life plot a successful course to graduation
and their future the after. .'
Except, it seeirL nobody knows what tools you'll need
to plot that ful ure.
Most faculty advisors don't. Sure, they know what
courses you have to take for your niajor — after all, they've
been teaching the same damn courses for umpty-ump years.
But find the advisor who can sort through what the
college wants you to have for graduation,and you've struck
gold.
This is especially tough on first-year students, most of
whom can't decipher the building codes on then registration
sheets, nonetheless figure out what courses the University of
Maine wants them to take.
The College of Arts and Sciences (back when it was
around) tried using what they called a "Care Sheet" to help
students figure out what they needed to take.
That, however, was more confusing than reading the
requirement rundown. A "Care Sheet" really was just a
listing of hundreds ofcourses — much like the catalog it was
supposed to clarify.
How,then, should advising work?
.
First,scrub faculty advisors. They're worthless. Faculty
members have better things to do than confuse poor students
into taking the wrong courses,thus screwing up their college
careers.
Instead,establish a team of professional advisors— like
a high-school guidance office with a clue — the sole task of
which is to advise students.
Then,starting in mid-October and running to November,
set up advising sessions.
Register the student at that time. There is no need that we
can see to register students en masse. It merely stresses out
clerical workers in department Offices and the colleges,
irritates students, and causes lines to build throughout the
University.
Also can Semester in Advising for first-year students.
It's a waste of time, as any first-year student who's taken it
will be sure to tell you.
Then, decode the requirements. This is UMaine, not
Rhodes.
Or perhaps UMaine could offer DUH 999: Undernding University Graduation Requirements. Anyone who
uld, by themself,figure out how to graduate in four years,
Id IN given a magna-curri-laude diploma on the spot.
Or, better yet, UMaine could make it easier on everyone
and revamp the registration process.
It's i for the blind to stop leading the naked. It's time
a, .
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No sympathy for Floyd
I was eating the usual emergency
un-heinous meal at a dining commons the other day — a hamburger
— and I started wondering. What
was the name of the cow that I was
I eating? Floyd? Rosebud? Was it
a spotted One? Did it have a gentle,
cud-chewing cow personality?
Maybe it was because I have seen
too many Vermont T-shirts with
cows on them, but some animal
rights rhetoric has gotten to me.
Because when you get down to it,
when you slay a cow for chow,the
thing's going to say "Ouch" to itself before it buys the farm.
When a vegetable like a potato
gets plucked out of the soil, it
doesn't feel a thing because it has
no nervous system.
That's why being a vegetarian is
so nice if you're worried about
hurting animals.
That squash or tomato won't run
away or squeal when you put a
knife into it. Get a set of Ginsu
knives and they looked better cut
up than before.
Not living off of,or wearing,animals is difficult, though. No one
could ride Harleys because they
would have nothing to wear. And
pickles, lettuce, onions on a sesame seed bun just does not cut it.
Just when a burger looks good
again,there are the scadsofrodents
and monkeys locked up in labs
getting ready to iry the natural look
for some makeup cornpany or will
have new valves put in them. Or
the armies of:hangs every year that
are hacked apart by people in biology classes.
Yes, we human beings are quite
the animal-deatroying machines.
But guess what --1 think that is
OK.
In fact,I will help pepctuate the
military-industrial-corporate-universal-destruction-macItine which
kills the :Floyd the Cow.
Animal rights activists often decry that animals are killed brutally

and condos, but no one are
ugly and can't do tricks, so
over with your car.
Let me clue in people who get
caught up with marine mammal,
like dolphins or harp seals: ant
rnals die.
In fact, most animals die in horn ble ways. Tom eats Jerry, chews
him up into little bits, yum yurn.
Give Tom another mouse, and he
would eat that one too.. Reality
time, kids. Saturday morning cartoons do not show how life is.
If a cow was not domesticated
and lived in the wild, it would die
by being torn apart by predators
and eaten alive, starving or dying
for food,clo mg,and animal test- from a disease, and maybe then
eaten.
ing.
Humans are called omnivores,
True, they rc killed. But so are
meaning
we consume other living
worms, ritts,and mosquitoes. and
things like cows and plants.
no one c
Picture a mosquito buzzing away, Standing in sunlight and expecting
sucking blo+d happily, when it to photosythesize just does not
sees a myst4ious blue light. The work,so we have to consume other
light calls to he mosquito with its things to get by.
Now try telling me the cow that's
strange mus c and the mosquito
draws closet and closer until it is in a Fenway frank had it worse off
than some animal in the wild.
fried.
Animals in labs may have it
The mystetous light was a bug
zapper and tl* mosquito was killed rougher because of experiments.
because sonleone was having a but let me show my cruelty further
better them than me.
barbecue.
If it takes lots of rats and bunnies
But a moscto
uito is an ugly, annoying bug, no one holds back to die of cancer from exposure to
on wielding rolled-up newspa- certain chemicals - good, because
per when thet/ buzz by.
avoid those chemicals and
Nobody botcotts I)-Con or!Raid possibly live a healthier life.
for the slaughler ofhelpless vei-nin
But if the death of any of our
animal friends that do die in cruel
because eve body hates
The more w rms, rats and r
ways can be avoided, in the lab or
on the farm, great.
quitoes that sre killed, the i
and cleaner cveryone feels
I'm not ready to be signed up for
When whales or dolphins :1 •. h a subscription to "Vegetarian
themselves, call Greenpence! Times," however.
Something cute is going to die!
Call me insensitive, call me cruNo one saves a worm on a rainy el, but the next time you want to
day, though. No one gives 1 that bite into an all-beef patty, think of
slimy thing outh-to-mouth so it Floyd.
can live.
,
Sure, woms are threatened by
Michael Reagan is a troubled
all sorts of hctsing developments young manfrom Portland, Maine

,Wikc Recigan
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SLS
more c ften than with me.They will help you
with the different people and groups you
may have problems with," Batuski said.
With a new attorney this year,Dufour said
the office is different, but mainly because
SLS is taking on criminal eases for the first
time.
Dufour said each year is different because
a new group of students have entered the
university, bringing SLS a new set of
problems.
Dufour and DeSalvo are legal professionals who have been working at SLS. Dufour
has worked there for five years and DeSalvo.
hat, worked there for three.

14

NVItit does SLS do?
E;aniski saidSLS consults an average of20
cases a day. This includes new cases and
caies currently being handled.
In October there were 93 advice and referrals handled by SLS. Twenty-nine full
service cases were ?ipened.
The most common types of problems
handled by SLS are: landlord/tenant, car
accidents, summonses to court, personal
injury,consumer,problems with the university, and problems with ResLife.
"We have a lot of students come into our
office every day who are hivang problems
with their landlords." Batuski said.
This involves such problems as when a
landlord doesn't do what the student wants
him or her to do, promises to do something
bu't doesn't, or when a student moves out of
his or her apartment and doesn't get the
security deposit back.
Al Leyman, a student at UMaine, said he
went to SLS when he was having problems
with his landlord this year.
Leyman said that when he didn't receive a
response from his landlord, after repeatedly
asking him to put storm windows in his
apartment, he went to SLS.
He said at SLS he was helped by one ofthe
student paralegals who advised him on what
to do.

inal cases.
She said that right now SLS cannot handle
ll the criminal cases that come through the
door because there are just too many and
SLS doesn't have the resources.
She said she is currently training her staff
bow to handle criminal cases because they
ihaven't handled them in the past.
• "If you are stopped for OW on campus or
if you are busted for theft on campus,I will
represent you, regardless of whether you
'live on or off campus," Batuski said.
I She said she cannot handle cases of students who are charged with crimes that took
place off-campus.
"These students can come into the office
and I will advise them of their rights and
give them information on what to do, but I
will then refer the student to another attoroey," she said.
Batuski hopes toeVentually expand SLS to
include all criminal cases that occur both on
and off campus.
SLS also represents fraternities and sororities.

SLS now bandling crimes
Batuski said a lot of people on this campus
get into legal trouble.
"Every time I hear on the news that there
has been a fight at El Cheepos I know I'm
going to have a busy day the next day," she
said.
Since the beginning of September, SLS
has expanded its services to include criminal casts which occur on campus.
In the past,SLS did not represent crirninal
cases because it could not handle the volume.
"When I arrived in April. I wanted to see i
we could expand our 'services to include
criminal cases, because so many people are
charged with crimes every day on this
campus," Bituski said.
She said themost common criminal crimes
that students are charged with are assault,:
disorderly Conduct, possession of alcohol
by a minor,use ofa fake identification,theft,
and destruction of property.
"When a student comes into the office and.:
says that he or she has been charged with a ,
crime, if I were to refer that student to a
lawyer in this area, that student will pay!
anywhere between $500 and $2,000in legal
services to be defended in Court," Batuski
said.
Before beicoming director of SLS this
September,: Batuski worked part-time beginning in April
Batuski replaced former SLS at1orney 1
Roberta Kuiloft, who iscurrently in private
practice in filsworth.
crim-;
In May Biituski began to take a few
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SLS ad v isles many groups
"I have advised fratemitie.; that come in
coacerned that might 'ae in trouble with a
campus authority," Bztuski said.
SLS also advises and rep;esents the student government and the vai,ous boardsand
organizations within the tudent government.
"Ifa student group books.band to play on
campus SLS will review tae contract and
make charges in it if necessary." Batuski
said.
SLS is waiting with the Commuter Relit-,
ions Advisoty Board to improve students
relations witft landlords.
Batuski said students can come into the

ACROSS

SLS provides this infommtion for students
through literature and lectures.
This year SLS has given a lecture in 1)unn
Hall on student's rights and to Sigma Phi
Epsilon Fraternity on nsk management.

office to have their leases reviewed beford
signing them.
Batuski said,"We are interested in educat
ing the students about their rights and re
sponsibilities under the law,"
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spending on the UMaine System.
"With all the cutbacks in student aid I
had to get a student loan, when the loan
didn't go through I had to get a second
job. There's no question that it's affecting the quality of my education and my
grades," Paige Martin said.
The cutbacks have been felt on every
campus statewide,but more so in Orono,
where the majority ofthe cuts were made.
"?v quality program can only be maintained through continued support of
highly trained and experienced faculty,"
UMaine Faculty Senate President Tom
Christensen said.
"It's not just the one-to-one relationships that we need to worry about but also
the lost opportunities," former UMaine
dean of Arts and Sciences Ed Laverty
said.
The chemistry department is in danger
of losing accredidation of its analytical
chemistry program due to the loss of two
analytical chemistry professors, who were
the entire department. The program is
unique to the Orono campus.
The Senate Chair from USM reported
that increased class sizes have fouled any
attempts to improve writing skills or allow students to actively participate.
All the campuses reported the loss of
support staff, inability to finish new construction, the stifling of research and the
unmet needs of students.
Faculty members said that it wasn't the
loss of salaries that made them leave but,,
the atmosphere.
"Academics don't worry about the
money, they worry about teaching their
students and continuing research. If all
they wanted was money they certainly
wouldn't be teaching," a representatiye
from UMaine' chemistry department
said.
The legislativ e committee will decide
whether more c tits can be made and ifany
of the previously received funding was
misused

Challenge your brain.
Try the NY
Times
Crossword.

A cutline in the Nov.7-8
issue incorrectly identified
John O'Dea's mother as
Jacqueline O'Dea. Jac.
queline is John O'Dea's
sister. The Maine Campus
regrets the error.

3._);

To bring a correction to
our attention, contact the
Editor at 581-1271 between the hours of 1 p.m.
and 4 p.m., or stop ty the
office in the basement of
Lord Hall.
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Sports
By Jeff Pinkboun
Staff Writer
Sham n Walsh said the Universit) of Maine hockey team's
two w,ns this weekend weren't
pretty, but he will take them.
The 3Iack Bears beat the Air
Force Academy 7-I Friday and
5-1 Saturday to move its record

to 5-1 on the season. Air Force
dropped.to 1-4-1.
"I'm npt totally pleased with
the way we played, but I liked
the way the defense got involved
in the offense," Walsh said.
Although the scores did not
indicate it, Air Force gat solid
goaltending both nigh :s from
its tandem of Mike Blank and

Mark Liebich.
"Their goalie played really
well," said tri-captain Scott
Pellerin. "We're passing up a
lot of shots and guys just have
to bear down."
"It seemed like (the goaltenders) were always there," said
sophomore center Randy Olson.
"When we get good chances,

awswinuoilmiammio

IPA

win over the Air Force
UMaine defenseman Dan Murphy is upended at center ice in Saturday's 5-1
LeClair)
Academy. (Photo by Scott

Men's hoop
picks up
90-85 win

we have to finish off. We
weren't hungry enough to get
the goals."
Olson, who had struggled in
the first four games of the year,
broke out of his slump Friday
night when he picked up his
first two goals of the soason.
After defenseman Chtis Imes
scored just :43 into the game,
Olson made it 2-0 when he
skated around the back of the
net and backhanded a shot past
Blank at 6:24 of the period.
After goals by Air Force's
Mike Veneri and UMaine's
Justin Tomberlin, Olson added
his second of the game when he
took the puck in front or the net,
spun and put a backhander home
at 13:04 of the second period.
"It's great to get the confidence
back. Sometimes things aren't
going for you and then they are,
and that's the-way hockey is,"
Olson said. "1 didn't throw the
body around much last year,
and that's something rve been
trying to concentrate On. Maybe it will bump some sense into
me.''
With the score 4-land Air
Force on the power play, firstyear ,goalie Mike Dunham
showed some of his promise

See HOCKEY on page 10

Smith, Capriotti lead UMaine past Huskies
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
Northeastern just played one
of those games they would like
to forget.
The Huskies gave up three
touchdowns in the first quarter
en route to their 42-7 loss to the
University of Maine at Alumni
Field On Saturday.
To give you an idea of how
things went Saturday, Northeastern punter Branden Tsetsilas forgot to get on the field on
fourth down, when the rest of
his teammates were waiting for
him in punt formation. The upback looked around getting
ready to give the snap count,
when he realized they did not
have a punter on the field and
were forited to take a time-out.
"I'ni disappointed in ourclub,"
said Northeastern head coach
Paul Pawlak. "I'm not pleased
with the:way the team played
defensively or offensively.
We're not a real good football
team at this point."
UMaine head coach Kirk Ferentz wits pleased with his
team's performance.
"I'm really proud of the kids,
they did a great _job of being
prepared to play,"he said.'

By Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer
The wind was blowing back
outside, and the
and forth
University of Maine men's
basketball team's play swayed
nside.asthey defeated the Nova
Scotia A11-$tars 90-85 in the Pit
Sunday.
UMaine showed signs of the
run-and- .in offense they're
hoping to showcase. and had
bright defensive moments, but
couldn'tseem to play cons stent
for 40 minutes.
Overall. UMaine head coach
Rudy Keeling said he was happy
with his team's play and was
glad his players had the opportunity to test themselves and
find out what they need to work
on.
—This was a good first test for
us," Keeling said."We saw that
we need to'get better.I thought
Tim Dennis played very well
and Derrick (Hodge) played
well." ,
Hodge finished the game as
UMaine's leading scorer with
18-points and seven rebounds.
Marty Higgins h44
See HOOPS on

when he stopped a slap shot by
Dan Greene and two put backs
by Anthony Retka. The saves
led to a breakaway goal by Mike
Barkley to put UMaine up 5-1.
"Dunham had i great save,
when the score could have been
4-2, and then Barkley comes
down and scores short handed.
I thought that was a key moment," Walsh said.
U Maine added goals by Brian
Downey and Jean-Yves Roy to
make the final score 7-1.
Dunham finished the game
with 17 saves on 18 shots.Blank
finished with 15 saves on 43
shots.
In Saturday's game,just like
it had done Friday night, the
Black Bears jumped out early.
Downey scored his second goal
of the series just 15 seconds
into the game when he took a
.pass from Roy and beat Liebach
to make it 1-0.
"Last year was hard for me
and I worked hard over the
summer so I could come back
and show something,"Downey
said.
He said playing on the same
line with Jim Montgomery and

Northeastern. (Photo by Scott .eClair)
Carl Smith dives for yardage in Saturday's game against

See WIN on pagil
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Colorado, Notre Dame likely matchup for nation
al title
By Rick Warner
AP Football Writer
After a season of surprises, colic ge
football may. get a familiar finish.
For the second straight year, it looks
like Notre Dame will play.Colorado in
the Orange Bowl with the national

•

championship at stake. Lastseason,Notre
Dame beat the top-ranked Buffaloes 216 and spoiled their bid for the national
title. Now Colorado may get a chance for
revenge.
The Orange Bowl rematch appeared
likely Saturday after No. 1 Notre Dame

beat No. 9 Tennessee 34-29 and N.4
Colorado clinched a share of the 13ig
Eight championship by beating Oklahoma State 41-22. Although bowl bids c4n't
officially be extended until Nov. 24,:he
Notre Dame-Colorado matchup coul be
set by Monday.

Nebraska can still tie Colorado for the
Big Eight title, butOrange Bowl officials ,
have indicated that they would take the '
Buffaloes since they beat the Comhuskers. And Notre Dame is the most attracsee BOWLS page II

Win
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continued from page 9

showed a lot of class and determination..,
For the first time this season, the Black
Bears took the opening drive and put the
ball in the end zone. They put together a.'
10 play,69 yard drive which was capped
off by a five-yard touchdown run by Paul
Capriotti.
Capriotti's second touchdown run of
the quarter was set up by Claude Penaway's eighth interception ofthe season.
"I went down the line to play my Option
responsibility, and I was just in the right
place at the right time." Pettaway said.
Capriotti, who had 127 yards in the first
half, added his third touchdown of the
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opening quarter, to put the Black Bears
up 21-0.
"There was excellent push from the
offensive line, and (Northeastern) was
soft upfront," Capriotti said. "I don't
want to say it was easy, but it was easy
reading the holes."
UMaine picked up where they left off in
the second quarter as freshman quarterback Bob Zurinskas threw to touchdown
passes.
Zurinskas hit senior split end Mark
Dupree deep in the end zone to cap off a
68 yard drive and hit fullback Gordon
Willey with a shovel pass to put the Black
Bears up 35-0 at the half.
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MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
1990-91 Performance SOTIOPI

If you have tickets to
see Sarafinal at the
Maine Center for the
Arts, please read
this important
message:
The date of this important performance has been
changed from Friday, November 16th at 8:00 pm
to Tuesday, November 13th at 7:00 pm.
Please note that both the date and the curtain
time have been changedl
The ticket(s) you have for this performance will
be honored on the new date. There is no need to
exchange tickets — you seating location will be
the same.
If you have received tickets to see Sarafina!
through the Comprehensikie Fee program, we
have unfortunately been unable to notify you
through the mail, as we cqd for other ticket
holders. We don't want you to miss this
exciting performance.
If you have any questions, please call the Box
Office at 581-1755 (9-4 weekdays), or stop by.
HUTCHINS CONCERT HALL
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
UNIVERSITY1 OF MAINE

"When we threw the ball in the first
half, we looked pretty good," Feretitz
said.
Zurinskas finished the game six ofei4ht
for49 yards and two touchdowns.Fornler
starters Jeff DelRosso and Dan DiGrasiio
split the final two quarters.
"We felt Jeff and Dan were
iii
They've been working hard in practi ,
so we gave them each a quarter," Fere
said.
The Black Bears added a touchdown n
the third quarter when Carl Smith,
19

"carries for 112 yards on the day, scored
from a yard ow to make the score 42-0.
UMaine lost its shutout with seven
minutes left in the game after Northeastern put together a 14-play,68-yard drive
which ended in Calvin Johnson's oheyard run on fourth and goal.
Pettaway, who had three interceptions
on the day, broke the school record for
interceptions in a season. The team also
tied the record for team interceptions in a
single season with 22.

Hockey

continued from page 9

Roy has helped him to become a better
Snow to make the final score 5-1.
player.
Air Force head coach Chuck Delich
"Playing with those two guys is aw
said even though his team was beaten
some. They create so many chances f
' both nights, the experience of piaying
everybody out there," he said.
UMaine will help.
Martin Robitaille added the first of hi
"This is a great experience for our
two goals 14 minutes later when he lift
players," he said. "We can definitely
the puck high and to the glove side beatin
learn from this."
Liebich on the power play.
UMaine will face the University of
Robitaille closed out UMaine's scorin
Alaska-Anchorage in a two-game series
with 2:32 left in the game as he took
at Alfond Arena.The following weekend;
pass from Brian Straub and beat thel
UMaine will face the number one team in
goaitender with a backhand. Dave Lal
the country. Northern Michigan, in a
Couture and Montgomery were the othe
two-game series.
goal.scorers for UMaine.
"This weekend was mentally tough for
UMaihe goalie Garth Snow,who fac
0s, hut next weekend is going to physionly 15 shots, lost his bid for a shutou
cally tough," Walsh said."The next two
with 12 seconds left, when William
weekends are perfect to prepare us for
Benson's shot went off the pipe and past
}Jockey Fast.

CHIP'S VID
& VARIETY
,99 PARK ST. ORONO 866-7441
Largest Selection •
of Videos in Town!!

"Cold Beverags
Chips, Mumbles, & More

New Releases: Roc iy Horror Picture Sho
w
Back to the,future, Part III
Coming Nov. 7 Bird on a Wire Cadiliac
Man

THE BEST OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING

Inc-
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149 Pa Street
Orono, Maine
Furn. or Unfurn.
lieat*Wate Sewer incl.
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Hoops

UMaine center Dan Hillman takes it strong to the hoop against the Nova Scotia AllStars in Sunday's exhibition game.(Photo by Jay Picard)
continued from page 10

Bowls
live and logical opponent despite the
danger that the Irish could lose one or
both of their last two games,No.21 Penn
Slate at home and No.23 Southern Cal on
the road:
With NO..2 Wa-hington and No.3
Houstualosing on Saturday,Notre Dame
and Cobniclo will probably be ranked I 2 %4 hen the new Associated Press poll is
released Monday.
UCLA sitinned Washington 25-22 and
Nal4Texastoppled previously unbeaten
Houston 45-24,leaving no major unbeaten. untied teams in the regular season tor
.ince 1936. Houston is on
the In ,

probation and can't go to a bowl, but
many other top teams are firming up their
, postseason plans.
Texas appears headed toward a Cotton
Bowl meeting with No.. 5 Miami, which
had the weekend off. All of a sudden.
that's shaping up as a more meaningful
lime than the Rose Bowl, which lost its
Iiister and hopes for hosting a national
title game when Washington and No. 6
Iowa were beaten. Washington has already clinched the Pac-10 spot in Pasadena and Iowa, which lost to Ohio State
27-26,still has the inside track for the Big
Teo berth.

while dishing out 11 assists, Dan Hillman had 14 points and grabbed a game
high II rebounds, and Francios Bouchard scored II.
Hillman and Dennis also added a
blocked shot apiece.
Nova Scotia was led by Dave Smith's
24 points(four 3-pointers), Wade Smith's
17 points., (four 3-pointers) and Gran
MacDonald's 17 points.
Keel,ng said he wasn't surprised wit
the team's inconsistency, because t
players were nervous. And, he said, yo
have ta expect some interruption in t
flow of the game when you constantl
substitute players.
Even veterans like Higgins and Hodgel
adinitted to butterflies before the tip-off
As a team we came out and playe
with intensity," Higgins said. "I was si
litie nervous at the beginning,butt think
we settled down."
l felt good about the game, it weni
pretty well," Hodge aid. "Everybody
was nervous,but we picked up the slack*:
UMaine helped itself by using its man'
to-man defense to create offensive o
portunities and grabbing both offensiv
and defensives boards. UMaine out-re
bounded Nova Scotia 50-39,(holding
22-13 edge On the offensive end).
UMaine worked the ball inside t4

Hillman and Bouchard while Higgins,
Kevin Terrell (four points), and Deonte
Hursty (nine points) worked the floor.
Hodge,Dennis (eight points) and Bouchard cashed in from both the paint and
perimeter. .
Nova Scotia's hot three-point hand kept
them in the game.
"They made their three-point shots,"
Keeling 'said. "That kept them in the
game. Their long shots caused long rebounds that sy,ent over our heads. That's
how many of the international teams
play."
"They hit several three's in a row and
that got them back in the game," Higgins
said."They had a knack for getting open."
Keeling and his Players said they have
some offensive and defensive kinks to,
iron out. Games like this exhibition give'
specifics to take hack to practice and,
work on.
"We need to work mostly on defense,"
Hodge said. "And we need to work on
our offensive plays."
"I think coach(Keeling) wanted to get
a look at the offense," Higgins said. "It
gives us a good idea on what we have to
work on. We have a very active offense
and today there were a lot ofguys standing
around. We'll look at the films and go
from there."

The Great American
Smokeout, November 15.
THE ONE, ONLY,
AND ORIGINAL
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Can Be__A
Here's011 you do...

November 9th Through the 21st
Phi Gamma Delta
79 College Avenue
Front Foyer
9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
All canned goods will be donated to help the hungry
through the Salvation Army of Bangor.

HELP US HELP THEM

I)Select a song frimn a list ofhundreds of
oldies, rock-n-roll, classica, top 40, rap,
country and more.
2) We provide lyrics, microphones,sound,
stage, and)a free cassette recording.
3)SING - It's-all forfun so your
singing fribility doesn't matter

Saturd4y, November 17th
9pm „in The pen
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ed mafioso downs university computer
By Jon Martin and Wendy Siemers
(CPS)— Someone sabotaged and ternL
porarily shut down North Dakota State
-University's campus-wide computer
system, knocking out Communications
and bringing a lot of work to 3 halt.
Even more strangely, a caller to a local
radio talk show cjaimed he was a-mernher of a Chicago mob family,and that he
had vandalized the system as a first stip
toward bringing the Mafia to the area.,
Oct. 12, NDSU officials found that
someone bad cut 2,600nairs of wire lines

linking computers on the campus's west
side to the
me.
The same
a man identifying himself as"Pa
e of your connections
from the
,called a Fargo-area talk
responsibility for the
show and c
damage.
to promise his group
Pauli we
would "bring ig-time crime into FargoMoorhead. We don't think there's
enough."
The Fargo City Police said ii is taking
the threat offuture crime,including harm
to the talk-show host and his wife, very

seriously, 1:ut does not think the calls
were from a bona fide members ti the
Chicago Mafia.
"In the first place.the real mob do4s not
want to call attention to itself. It w ts to
be as unobtrusive as possible," s id a
department public information offi er.
The officer pointed out that the i viduals who called the talk show obvi usly
wished to receive public attention.
Two days earlier, a man named ntonit called the same show to says 14 and
"a bunch ofcollege guys coming u rom
Chicago" had a line into the school's

computer system. He said they woOld do
"anything we feel" to the line.
NDSU officials estimate the vandals
did $10,000 worth of damage, Which
took crews fi ve days to repair. No damage was done to school computer equipment, anckno data were lost.
The vandals had gone through steam
tunnels underneath the school to reach
the telephone and fiber-optic limes linking the computers on campus, said Ray
Boyer,assistant physical plant director at
NDSU.

Roommate squabble? It may be domestic violence
VI •

(CPS)— A Wisconsin state law meant
to clampdown on domestic violence also
apparently applies to dormitory roommates.
The state attorney general's office said
in an opinion delivered in mid-October
that fighting college roommates Can be
arrested under the law.
At least three students have been arrested
after gen.ng minor scuffles with their
roommatt
In one case,a student spent the night in
jail after slapping her roommate. The
spat arose because of a disagreement
over an iron.'In another, a student was
jailed following a fistfight that stannd
when one roommate threw Froot Loops
at another, who retaliated with a spoonful
of chocolate syrup.
The 1989 law requires police to arreSt

any adult who has caused physical injury
to his or her spouse or former spouse. It
also applies to other relationships, including adults who live together.
"It really sounds ludicrous," admitted
Charles Stathas,counsel for the UW system, who unsuccessfully asked the state
attorney general to make an exception
for college roommates.
Taking it one step further. Statluis said,
a fight between two students who once
roomed together would also fall under
the law.
"Police,"Stathas said,"are in a sit uation
where they feel they have to arrest people."
"The la* leaves no discretion," added
Sheila Kaplan, chancellor of UW's
Parhide campus, where two incidents
occurred..

As a way around the law,the canluses
are encouraging students to use re deot
assistants to help resolve differencjs. or
to take their grievances through ca pus
disciplinary channels.
"We're encouraging students nottcall
police for minor disturbances o this

kind," said UW-Whitewater Chaocellor
James Connor.
, Additionally, orientation sessions inci about the law and a
elude a briefing
, recomrnendati to roommates that they
might I want to bandle their argurnents
without involVing the police,Kaplan said.

Faculty and Administration
Profiles. Learn abotit the
people itt UMaine.
Wi?chltdays hi
The Maine campus.
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Miscellaneous
Roumiriate Wanted!
L3o1 Spaceport, in
country, 30 Mins from
Orono. $200/mo. +util.
Wood heat.
Call Michael
942-5185

BR AK IS ONLY
9 lAYS AWAY!!
Help Wanted

For Sale

HUGE PROFITS!
Ski Boots For Sale
Nordica Rear-Entry,
Size 12. $70.00 or best
offer. Call Mike at:
581-4742
llbat. 216

Earn $750 next
weekend. Free details:
ESP 33.0. Box 296,
,Dept. E-1 Orono, Me
04473

Major MI.14.seeking

Tell him/her
how you feel in

The Maine
Campus
Personals,'

12-1S part time distributorskorganization
leader. A chance to
securel your financial
future.
Cal'(24 Hours)
0K27-6832

elp Wanted
Best Fundraiser on
Cannons!
Looking for a fraternity/
sorority,or student
organization that would
like to make $500$1000 for a one-week
on-campus marketing
project. Must be
organized and hard
working. Call Jen or
Kevin at:
1-800-592-2121
Earn Eitra Money!
Working as much or as
little as you want. For
more infOrmation or an
interview, call Mark:
866-3592

Help Wanted
Free Spring Break
Vacation in
Cancun!
College Tours, the
nations largest and
most successful spring
break tour operator
needs enthusiastic
campus
representatives. Earn a
free trip and cash.
Nothing to buy-we
supply everything you
need
Call Bob at:
1-800-395-4896

P`NUTS FOOD
CO-OP
1r the basement of
Chadbourne Hall. Ben
anti Jerry's it cream,
Orville coffee, Snacks,
and juice. Of course we
also have beans and
riCe. Open to all.
Mon.4-7
Thurs.; 2-7
Sat 10-2
581-1779
Orono Thrift Shop
Take Pine from Main,
2 d right to Birch
Weds. 114
' Sat. 11-2
Th Maine eantpus
now offers
sat,* lotions. $50 per
yi t .i35 a semester.
581-1272 for
• information.

Apartments
Orono
prom Washburn 1ace
Apts. $660/mO
. 2 BR Townhouse w/
basement. No pets. 1
year lease
945-6955 orl
945-5260 !
Why Real
Homes for $1.00, epos.,
Gov't give aw7
programs! For inf rmation call: :
1-504-649-06N
Ext. R-1231

Personals
Cont'd — !
Are you wield?
Talented?' What is
Xanadau? (Mist is
Damar?) Call 4736,
Ask for X 1'11130
Corbett.
2B Cont'd
Sanigstill say Nadine's
hair Is redt
-Mike, special
"Peaks repoiter

VIIIMminnumwrwr.

.OVER 12,000 PEOPLE ARE GOING TO READ THIS
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IT PAYS l'O ADVERTISE WITH THE MAINE CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS!
CALL 581-1273 TODAY!

